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Abstract
Interior and closure operators in topological spaces have applications to data reduction and GIS. Two sets in a topological
space may have the same interior. For example the set Z of all integers and the set Q of all rational numbers have the same
interior in the Euclidean topology of real numbers. Such sets are nearer to each other. The near relation on subsets of a
topological space was studied by Thamizharasi in 2009. Recently Chitralekha et.al. studied the weak and strong forms of near
relation in topological spaces. In this paper, the near relation has been discussed in soft topological settings.
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1.Introduction
In most of the real life problems, vage and rough concepts are ineluctable. Researchers used fuzzy sets and rough sets to solve
the problems involving such vague concepts. Molodtsov[8] initiated the study of soft sets in 1999. Following this several
mathematicians studied the applications of soft sets . Muhammad Shabir and Munazza Naz[9] introduced the notion of soft
topology. Many topologists[1,2,3,5,6,7,10,11,12,13] concentrated their research in soft topology by extending some of the recent
concepts in general topology to soft topology and applications of soft sets. Recently Chitralekha et.al.[4] studied several types of
near relations in topological spaces. In this paper, the concept of soft near relation is introduced and has been discussed.
1.1 Preliminaries
Thamizharasi[14] introduced the notion of near relation in topology. If (X, τ) is a topological space, A and B are subsets of
X then A is near to B if IntA = IntB. Throughout this paper, X is a non empty set and E is a parameter space. By a soft subset F of
X with parameter space E, we mean a function F:E→2X. Let S(X, E) be the collection of all soft subsets of X with parameter
space E. Muhammad Shabir and Munazza Naz[9] introduced the notion of soft topology on S(X,E). For the basic concepts and
results, the reader may consult[1,2,3,4,6,8,9,10,11,12,13].
Let F and G be soft subsets in S(X,E). We use the following notations.
F⊑G means F is a soft subset of G.
F⊒G means F is a soft superset of G.
F⊓G means soft intersection between F and G.
F⊔G means soft union between F and G.
F⊟G means soft difference G from F.
XE ⊟F means the soft complement of F.
1.2 Definition
Let  be a sub collection of S(X, E). Then  is said to be a soft topology[9] on X if
(i)

E and XE belong to .

(ii)  is closed under finite soft intersection.
(iii)  is closed under arbitrary soft union.
If  is a soft topology on X then the triplet (X, , E) is called a soft topological space over (X, E) and  is a soft topology
over (X, E). The members of  are called the soft open sets in (X, , E). The soft complements of soft open sets are known as
soft closed sets. The soft interior and soft closure of soft set can be defined in the usual way. If F S(X,E) then
softIntF = the soft interior of F in (X, , E) and softClF = the soft closure of F in (X, , E).
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Soft nearly open & soft nearly closed sets namely soft regular open, soft regular closed, soft α-open, soft α-closed, soft semi-open,
soft semi-closed, soft pre-open, soft pre-closed, soft β-open, soft β-closed, soft b-open, soft b-closed, soft *b-open, soft *b-closed,
soft b#-open, soft b#-closed, a soft q-set, a soft p-set, a soft Q-set are defined in[6,7]. The following operators will be used to
define the above sets.
(F) = softCl(softIntF).
(F) = softInt(softClF).
(F)= softInt (softCl(softIntF)).
(F)= softCl(softInt(softClF)).
The next lemma, due to Shabir Hussain and Bashir Ahmad[13], gives the parametrized family of topologies induced by a soft
topology.
1.3 Lemma
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space. Then for each eE, the collection of sub sets F(e) of X, F  is a topology on X,
denoted by e .
The family {e : eE} is called a parametrized family of topologies induced by the soft topology . The next definition is useful
in sequel.
1.4 Definition
A soft set F in a soft topological space (X, , E) is called
(i) soft regular open if F = (F)

and soft regular closed if F = (F),

(ii) soft -open if F ⊑ (F) and soft -closed if (F) ⊑ F ,
(iii) soft semi-open if F⊑(F) and soft semi-closed if (F) ⊑F,
(iv) soft pre-open if F⊑(F) and soft pre-closed if (F) ⊑F,
(v) soft -open if F ⊑ (F) and soft -closed if (F) ⊑ F,
(vi) soft b-open if F⊑ (F) ⊔ (F) and soft b-closed if (F)⊓(F) ⊑ F,
(vii) soft *b-open if F⊑ (F) ⊓ (F) and soft *b-closed if (F) ⊔ (F) ⊑ F,
(viii) soft b#-open if F = (F) ⊔ (F) and soft b#-closed if (F) ⊓(F) = F,
(ix) a soft q-set if (F) ⊑ (F),
(x) a soft p-set if (F) ⊑ (F). and
(xi) a soft Q-set if (F) = (F).
Let AX and eE. The soft set Ae is called a quasi soft set over X if Ae(e) = A and
Ae() =  for every 
E\{e}. It is easy to see that every soft point is a quasi soft set. The converse is not true. Let QS(e) = {Ae: A}. Evanzalin[5]
has proved some interesting properties of the soft interior and soft closure operators as given in the next lemma.
1.5 Lemma
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space with QS(e) is contained in  for every eE
and F  S(X,E). Then for every eE
(i)

( softIntF)(e) = Int(F(e)) and (softClF )(e) = Cl(F(e)),

(ii) ((F))(e) = Cl Int(F(e)) and ((F))(e) = Int Cl(F(e)) ,
(iii) ((F))(e) = Int Cl Int(F(e)) and
(iv) ((F))(e) = Cl Int Cl (F(e)).
2. Soft near relation
2.1 Definition
Let F and G  S(X, E) and let (X, , E) be a soft topological space. F is soft near to G if softInt F = softInt G.
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2.2 Lemma
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space. The relation “is soft near to” is an equivalence relation on the soft sets over (X, E).
Proof: Let F, G, H be the soft sets over (X, E). Since softInt F = softInt F, F is soft near to F so that the relation is reflexive.
F is soft near to G  softInt F = softInt G = softInt G = softInt F  G is soft near to F.
F is soft near to G and G is soft near to H  softInt F = softInt G and softInt G = softInt H
 softInt F = softInt H
 F is soft near to H.
The equivalence classes of the relation “is soft near to“are called the soft near classes of the soft subsets over ( X, E). If F is
a soft subset of X then the soft near class of F is softnear [F] = {G : F is soft near to G}.
2.3 Proposition
There is an one-to-one correspondence between soft topology  on X and the collection of soft near classes,
Proof: For any soft open set G in (X, , E) , a soft subset F of X is soft near to G if and only if G= softInt F . Conversely every
soft subset F of X is soft near to some soft open set . This proves the proposition.
2.4 Proposition
F softnear [G]  G softnear [F].
2.5 Proposition
Let F be a soft subset of X over E.
(i) If F is soft semi-closed then F is soft near to softClF.
(ii) If F is soft -closed in (X, , E) then F is soft near to (F) .
Proof: Suppose F is soft semi-closed in (X, , E) . Then softInt F = (F) = softInt(softClF) that implies F is soft near to softClF.
This proves (i). Suppose F is soft -closed in (X, , E). Then (F) ⊑ F that implies softInt F ⊑ softInt (softCl(softIntF)) ⊑ softInt F
so that
softInt F = softInt (softCl(softIntF)) that proves that F is soft near to (F) .
This proves (ii).
2.6 Corollary
(i) If F is soft regular open or soft -closed then F is soft near to softClF .
(ii) If F is soft pre-closed or soft b-closed or soft b#-closed or soft *b-closed then F is soft near to (F).
Proof : Since every soft regular open soft set is soft semi-closed and
every soft -closed soft set is soft semi-closed , the assertion(i) follows from
Proposition 2.5(i). Since soft pre-closed  soft b-closed  soft -closed,
since soft b#-clod  soft b-closed soft -closed and
since soft *b-closed  soft b-closed soft -closed, the assertion (ii) follows from Proposition 2.5(ii).
2.7 Proposition
Let F1 be soft near to G1 and F2 be soft near to G2. Then
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(i)

F1⊓F2 is soft near to G1⊓G2 and

(ii) F1⊓G2 is soft near to G1⊓ F2
Proof: Suppose F1 is soft near to G1 and F2 is soft near to G2. Then softInt F1 = softInt G1 and softInt F2 = softInt G2. Now
softInt (F1⊓F2) = softInt F1 ⊓ softInt F2
= softInt G1 ⊓ softInt G2 = softInt (G1⊓G2)
that implies F1⊓F2is soft near to G1⊓G2. This proves (i) and the proof for (ii) is analogous.
2.8 Definition
Let F softnear [G]. If F ⊑G then F is called a soft near soft subset of G and if F ⊒G then F is called a soft near soft superset
of G.
2.9 Proposition
F is a soft near soft subset of G  G is a soft near soft super set of F.
Proof: F is a soft near soft subset of G  F softnear [G] and F s⊑G
 G  softnear[F] and G s⊒F
 G is a soft near soft super set of F.
2.10 Proposition
Every soft near soft subset of soft open soft set is soft open.
Proof: Let F be a soft near soft subset of G and G be soft open.
Then F ⊑ G = softInt F = softInt G that implies F ⊑ G = softInt G = softInt F so that
F= softInt F is soft open.
2.11 Proposition
Let F be soft near soft subset of G. Then F is soft semi-open or soft -open according as G is soft semi-open or soft -open.
Proof:

Suppose G is soft semi open. Then G ⊑ (G). Since G is soft near to F,

IntG = IntF that implies F ⊑ G ⊑ (G) = softCl(softIntG) = softCl(softIntF). This proves that F is soft semi- open. If G is soft open then G ⊑(G)= softInt (softCl(softIntG)) that implies F ⊑ G ⊑ (G)= softInt (softCl(softIntG)) = softInt (softCl(softIntF))
so that proving that F is soft -open.
2.12 Corollary
(i) F is soft semi open  every soft near soft subset of F is soft semi open.
(ii) F is soft -open  every soft near soft subset of F is soft -open.
2.13 Proposition
Let F be a soft near soft super set of G. Then F is soft pre closed or soft -closed according as G is soft pre closed or soft closed.
Proof: Suppose G is soft pre closed. Then (G) = softCl(softIntG) ⊑ G.
Since F is soft near to G, softInt G = softInt F that implies
(F) = softCl(softIntF) =(G) = softCl(softIntF) ⊑ G ⊑F.
then (G)= softInt (softCl(softIntG)) ⊑ G that implies

This

proves

that F

is soft
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(F)= softInt (softCl(softIntF)) = softInt (softCl(softIntG)) ⊑ G ⊑F that shows that
F is soft -closed.
2.14 Corollary
(i) F is soft pre closed  every soft near soft super set of F is soft pre closed.
(ii) F is soft -closed  every soft near soft super set of G is soft -closed.
2.15 Proposition
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space such that QS(e) is contained in  for every eE and F , G S(X,E). Then for every
eE, F is soft near to G if and only if F(e) is near to G(e) in (X, e ).
Proof: F is soft near to G if and only if softInt F = softInt G. Then by applying Lemma 1.4 we see that F is soft near to G 
(softInt F)(e) = (softInt G)(e)
 Int(F(e)) = Int(G(e))
 F(e) is near to G(e)
2.16 Lemma
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space such that QS(e) is contained in  for every eE and A X. Then for every eE,
(softInt Ae)( e) = IntA and
(softInt Ae)( ) =  for every e.
2.17 Proposition
Let (X, , E) be a soft topological space with QS(e) is contained in  for every eE and A, B X. Then for every eE, Ae is
soft near to Be if and only if A is near to B in (X, e).
Proof: Ae is soft near to Be  (softInt Ae)( ) =( softInt Be)( )
 (softInt Ae)(e) = (softInt Be)(e)

for every 
and

(softInt Ae)( ) = (softInt Be)() for e
 IntA = IntB and (softInt Ae)() = (softInt Be)() =  in (X, e) for e
 A is near to B in (X, e).
Conclusion
Soft subsets of a soft topological space are classified by using the soft near relation. This relation is also characterized by using the
near relation in topological spaces.
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